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Respawning the guide terraria

Hey there other Terrarians! You lost after a match against WoF and want to respawn the guide easily? You did everything, but you can't seem to spawn it? Then you're in the right place! Go ahead and open spoilers Have fun reading Please note that this method / s is not guaranteed to work on ALL players in Terraria, so do not consider
this as the best way to repsawn guide Other than that, the chance that this will work is 80-95% depending on your fortunately so happiness spoiler luck: Step ... (If you want to resend the guide several times, or if you want to live with the 1. Collect the resources you need to build the house (do this at night so you have a lot of time to finish
it), you can build it on anywhere you want and any design, which depends on you (you don't have to tell you the resources its choice if what's it made of) WARNING: DON'T COVER THE HOUSE WITH WALLS COMPLETELY! LET A LITTLE PART UNCOVERED! 2. Now, get an equipment that tells you what time is it and as usual, equip it
and wait for 12:00 or wait until the sun is in the center of the sky 3. Now, go to the house and cover it now with walls completely 4. Wait a minute, and if you are lucky, the guide will spawn and immediately occupy the house you made 5. (Optional) If you want, when the guide has respawned, immediately break the walls of the house you
did to make it invalid, so if incase Guide died and you want to respawn it again, you can follow the steps on this method of having to build a new house or have it occupied by another NPC, instead wait for the specific time given and cover it with walls left 1. It didn't work! -There are various reasons why, it may be that you did not follow the
steps or properly or an invasion has left a monster on either side of the map etc etc -Do not do this at 11:59 am on below and do not make the house suitable at least once at night -A guide may already be existing in your world Thats it people, hope it worked for you Last edited: Nov 11, 2015 Instruction Not clear, I summoned Moon Lord.
Jk. But it is a very common way to respawn Guide. Just make a house and wait. Also, Night time is 7:30 pm to 4:30 pm. Thanks, by that I mean after I read this tutorial guide stood in front of my door when it does not even show blahblahblah guide has come! Seriously, this tutorial is magic. When I arrived, the person I met said they were
trying to revive their guide, I got along instead, he's okay with it, im surprised with the gun he's figured out, hope we're having fun! I killed a Voodoo Demon and his Voodoo Doll fell into the lava and the Wall of the Flesh spawned. I died fighting him. can I get another guide? Terraria &gt; Allgemeine Diskussionen &gt; Themendetails Guide
not respawning On my main server guide will not respawn. Which makes it impossible to summon the Wall of The Meat and unlock hard mode. Can someone help with this problem? I Hinweis: Diese Funktion ist NUR für die Meldung von Spam, Werbung und problematischen (anstößigen, beleidigenden oder unhöflichen) Beiträgen
gedacht. i: PC release, NPCs, Named NPC's Share 250 Guide is the first NPC that the player will meet in a given world. Unlike other NPCs, he does not need a house, but will move into the first building, which will often be yours, or the first house you have explored; floating islands or underground houses in giant trees. If the guide dies
before a house is built, he will not respawn until there is a suitable house in the world. Occasionally, the guide will go off cliffs or directly into caves without seeing. Like other NPCs, he suffers no fall injury when it happens. Services Guide provides tips to new players to help them learn the basics of the game. After each available tip is said,
he will cycle through them again. The guide will also provide new tips as players move forward, providing the necessary information relevant to their progress. The guide also provides all crafting recipes for any item that the player shows him via the Crafting option. Defend the Guide defends itself after the 1.3 update using a wooden bow
and shoots normal arrows to nearby enemies who deal with 10 injuries each. Under hardmode, he shoots flame arrows instead. Early in the game it can be useful to have his defense, especially at night. Guide quotes Greetings, &lt;player name=&gt;. Is there anything I can help you with? I'm here to give you advice on what to do next. It's
recommended that you talk to me when you're stuck. They say there is a person who will tell you how to survive in this country ... oh wait. It's me. You should stay indoors at night. It is very dangerous to wander around in the dark. You can see that a blood moon is out when the sky turns red. There's something about what makes monsters
swarm. Hey, buddy, do you know where some deathweed is? Oh, no reason; just wondering, is everything. (subtly suggests that the player should collect Deathweed, because they only bloom and release seeds under a blood moon) If you were to look up, you'd see that the moon is red right now. Guide tip You can use the pick to dig
through the dirt, and the axe to chop down trees. Just place your cursor over the tile and click! If you want to survive, you have to make weapons and shelter. Start by chopping down trees and collecting wood. Press ESC to access the create menu. When you have enough wood, make a workbench. This will allow you to create more
complicated things, as long as you are close to it. You can build a shelter by placing three or other blocks in the world. Do not forget to create and place walls. When you have a wooden sword, try to collect some gel from the mucus. &lt;/player&gt;wood and gel to make a torch! To interact with backgrounds and placed objects, use a
hammer! You should do some mining to find metal ore. You can make very useful things with it. After some mining Now that you have some ore, you need to turn it into a bar to create items with it. This requires an oven! You can make an oven out of torches, wood and stone. Make sure you're standing near a workbench. You need an
anvil to make the most of metal rods. Anvils can be made from iron, or purchased from a merchant. Underground are crystal hearts that can be used to increase your maximum life. You need a hammer to get them. If you collect 5 fallen stars, they can be combined to create an element that will increase your magical capacity. Note: 10
Fallen Stars are required for Mana crystals before 1.2. Stars fall all over the world at night. They can be used for all kinds of useful things. If you see one, be sure to take it because they disappear after sunrise. Tips on NPCs Note: Tips aimed at a specific NPC will only appear if the respective NPC is not present, except demolitionist (this
is a mistake) There are many different ways you can attract people to move into our city. They will, of course, need a home to live in. In order for a room to be considered a home, it must have a door, chair, table and a light source. Make sure that the house also has walls. Two people don't want to live in the same home. Also, if their home
is destroyed, they will look for a new place to live. You can use the housing interface to allocate and view homes. Open inventory and click the house icon. If you want a merchant to move in, you need to raise a lot of money. 50 silver coins should do the trick! In order for a nurse to move in, you may want to increase your maximum life. If
you had a gun, I bet an arms dealer might show up to sell you some ammunition! Hold on to any bombs you can find. A demolition might take a look at them. You should prove yourself by defeating a strong monster. It will get the attention of a dryad. When you defeated Skeletron: Be sure to explore the dungeon thoroughly. There may be
prisoners held deep inside. (referring to searching for the mechanic) Perhaps the old man at the dungeon wants to join us now that his curse has been lifted. (referring to making a house for Clothier) After the first Goblin event: Are Goblins really so different from us that we couldn't live together peacefully? (referring to searching for Goblin
Tinkerer) Tips on Bosses Underground Tips You can make a grab hook from a hook and 3 chains. Skeletons found deep underground usually carry hooks, and chains can be made of iron rods. If you see a pot, be sure to smash it open. They contain all kinds of useful supplies. There is treasure hidden all over the World. Some amazing
things can be found deep underground! Smashing a shadow bullet will sometimes cause a meteor to fall out of the sky. Shadow templates are usually found in the ravines around corrupt areas. You should focus on collecting more heart crystals to increase your maximum life. (only when the player does not have a maximum health of 400)
Tips for first boss match When you have Iron or lower equipment: Your current equipment simply won't do. You have to make better armor. When you have silver or better equipment and haven't fought eye of Cthulhu yet: I think you're ready for your first big fight. Collect a few lenses from the eyeballs at night and take them to a demon
altar. When Eye of Cthulhu was already fought You will want to increase your life before you face your next challenge. Fifteen hearts should be enough. The ebon stone of the corruption can be cleaned using any powder from a drying, or it can be destroyed with explosives. Your next step should be to explore the corrupt ravines. Find and
destroy any shadow bullet you find. (although it may be a bad idea, since a new player who follows his tips will probably not know that when they destroy 3 Shadow Orbs, Eater of Worlds will spawn although they may not have fifteen hearts yet) Tips for late Pre-Hardmode It's an old dungeon not far from here. Now would be a good time to
go check it out. You should make an effort to maximize your accessible life. Try to collect twenty hearts. There are many treasures to be discovered in the jungle, if you are willing to dig deep enough. The underworld is made of a material called hellstone. It's perfect for making weapons and armor. When you are ready to challenge the
guardian of the underworld, you must make a living sacrifice. Everything you need for it can be found in the underworld. Hardmode Be sure to crush any demon altar you can find. Something good is going to have to happen if you do! Souls can sometimes be collected from fallen creatures in places of extreme light or darkness. I heard
there was a powerful wizard who lives somewhere in these parts. Be sure to keep an eye on him the next time you go underground. Guide Name Note: When adding a new name, you need to add it in alphabetical (ABC) order. Andrew (Drops Green Cap when dead) Asher Bradley Brandon Brett Brian Chris (possibly only on mobile
versions) Cody Cole Colin Connor Cyril Daniel Dustin Dylan Eva (possibly only in 1.1) Fabian Garrett Harley Jack Jacob Jake Jeff Jeffrey Joe Joost (possibly only in mobile version) Kevin Kyle Levi Logan Marty Luke Maxwell Percival Ricardo Roel (possibly only in mobile versions) Ryan Scott Seth Steve Tanner Trent Vlad Wyatt Zach
Notes , the first for the guide, another for yourself. Kill the guide with a Guide Voodoo Doll by dropping it into lava is to unlock hard mode. See Wall of Flesh or Guide Voodoo Doll for more. The guide tends to get stuck in caves, holes, etc. To avoid this, cover up any holes or caves in the guide's area or just cover him up until you build a
house for him. In earlier versions of the game, the guide would wander around even at night, open doors and let enemy mobs in. The guide's hair appears to be a deformed version of Hair 2. In the mobile version of Terraria, the guide will tell you create recipes for each item, but only when you have pressed it (the item) first. There is a
painting in the game that appears to be the guide called Guide Picasso. The guide will take damage from things like Rainbow Gun if you equip Guide Voodoo Doll after you have thrown spell. If you remove the doll, it will immediately stop the damage. The only time the guide asks a question is on Blood Moons when he asks if the player
has seen any Deathweed. If the guide's name is Andrew, he will drop a Green Cap when killed, most likely a reference to Andrew's Redigit's real name. Like any other NPC, the guide will not respawn if there are any world events (like The Goblin Attack) ongoing. It is possible he will be called the Guide guide instead of the names above. If
you select the Creation button while standing near a layer surface and it's an illuminated item, you can create that item from the guide. The name Cyril is a reference to the Guide named in The Legend Of Maxx In the first version of the game, Guide was immortal. Bugs Sometimes the guide will say Hold on to some bombs you can find. A
demolition may take a look at them when the demolition is already present. Sometimes the guide can't spawn back too fast or never. When the hunter potion used Guide will light up, it seems that the Merchant is the only pre-hard mode NPC that will not light up. Although your world has been summoned with The Crimson instead of The
Corruption, the guide will continue to tell you to destroy shadow orbs on corruption, despite having broken many pulsating hearts. If your world is crimson guide will still say Be sure to smash any Demon Alter you can find. Something good is going to have to happen if you do! Sometimes the guide will say Be sure to explore the dungeon
thoroughly. There may be prisoners held deep inside. when the mechanic is already rescued. Update Info v1.3.2 Can now randomly start a party. New party-related offer added. v1.1 v1.0.5 Guide now tells you what you can make from all materials (when that item says it is a material) v1.0.3 Can now be killed by monsters lowered defense
from 199 to 15 PC release PC release NPCs Named NPC community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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